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Abstract. Key escrow is inherent in identity-based encryption (IBE). A
curious key generation center (KGC) can simply generate the user’s pri-
vate key to decrypt a ciphertext. However, can a KGC still decrypt if it
does not know the intended recipient of the ciphertext? We answer by for-
malizing KGC anonymous ciphertext indistinguishability (ACI −KGC).

We find that all existing pairing-based IBE schemes without random
oracles, whether receipt-anonymous or not, do not achieve KGC one-
wayness, a weaker notion of ACI − KGC. In view of this, we first show
how to equip an IBE scheme by Gentry with ACI − KGC. Second, we
propose a new system architecture with an anonymous private key gen-
eration protocol such that the KGC can issue a private key to an au-
thenticated user without knowing the list of users identities. This also
better matches the practice that authentication should be done with the
local registration authorities instead of the KGC. Our proposal can be
viewed as mitigating the key escrow problem in a different dimension
than distributed KGCs approach.

1 Introduction
The feature that differentiates identity-based encryption (IBE) scheme from
other public key encryption schemes lies in the way a public and private key
pair is set up – every arbitrary string is a valid public key. There is a trusted
authority, called the key generation center (KGC), responsible for the genera-
tion of private keys after user authentications. Private key generation applies
the KGC’s master secret key to the users’ identities. The major benefit of this
approach is to largely reduce the need for processing and storage of public key
certificates under traditional public key infrastructure (PKI).

Nevertheless, the advantages come with a major drawback which is known as
the escrow problem. The KGC could decrypt any message addressed to a user
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by generating that user’s private key. To escape from the eye of the KGC, two
users may execute an interactive key agreement protocol (e.g. [24]) to establish
a session key known only to themselves, or the recipient can setup another key
pair and employ certificateless encryption [2,23,25,26], which is a two-factor en-
cryption method involving both IBE and public key encryption. However, one
of the main benefits of IBE is lost – it is no longer true that a ciphertext can be
prepared without any action by the recipient.

Can anonymity help confidentiality? Current study of IBE only consid-
ers anonymity against malicious users’ attack, except a recent and independent
work [34] which considers the application of KGC-anonymous IBE in password-
authenticated key exchange but without any application in the context of IBE
itself. We try to use anonymity against a malicious KGC to fight against the
escrow problem. If the KGC does not know the intended recipient of the ci-
phertext, is it still possible for it to decrypt on behalf of the user? We answer
this question by introducing the notions of KGC one-wayness (OW −KGC) and
KGC anonymous ciphertext indistinguishability (ACI − KGC).

We find that (to the best of our knowledge) no existing pairing-based IBE
schemes without random oracles can achieve the weakest notion of confidentiality
OW −KGC, no matter whether it is user-anonymous. In view of this, we show
to equip Gentry’s IBE scheme [28] with ACI − KGC in the standard model.

How can KGC not know the users’ identities? Our notion of ACI − KGC
minimizes the damage of master secret key exposure, providing protection against
adversaries who hold the master secret key but not the list of user identities. How-
ever, it is natural for the KGC to have this list. By generating all possible user
private keys, the KGC can decrypt all ciphertexts. In view of this, we propose a
new system architecture to prevent the KGC from knowing it.

We acknowledge that the KGC can always try to derive all possible user
private keys according to a certain “dictionary”. It seems that there is not much
we can do to protect ourselves against a strong adversary like the KGC in this
situation. Nevertheless our notion is useful when there is some min-entropy from
the identities (e.g. biometric identity [43]). On the other hand, nothing can be
gained if one always stores the identity with the ciphertext.1

New Key Management Techniques. We separate the tasks of authentication
and key issuing, hence our system architecture employs two parties, namely, an
identity-certifying authority (or ICA in short) and a KGC. This setting is dif-
ferent from a typical ID-based cryptosystem, but actually better matches the
practice that authentication should be done with the local registration authori-
ties, especially when the KGC is not globally available to authenticate users.

The master secret is still solely owned by the KGC. In particular, it is not
spilt across two authorities, in contrast with the distributed KGCs approach.
The ICA is responsible for issuing some kind of certificates, but it does not
need to store any of them, and only the KGC is required to verify the certificate.
1 Don’t write your address on a tag with your key to guide the thief who picked it up.
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After obtaining the private key, users do not require any further interaction with
these authorities for decryption. Last but not least, the certificate is not used
anywhere else in the system, i.e. the encryption itself is still purely ID-based.

Under this model, we show that one can put anonymous ciphertext indistin-
guishability in practice. We give a design of the anonymous private key issuing
protocol, and present a concrete protocol construction for Gentry-IBE.

1.1 Review of Identity-Based Encryption

The concept of IBE was formulated by Shamir in 1984 [47]. Satisfactory propos-
als for IBE did not exist until nearly two decades afterward, when Boneh and
Franklin [12] and Sakai et al. [45] presented two IBE solutions based on pairing
and full-domain hash to elliptic curve points (referred to as FDH-IBE).

Reduction Improvement. Since Boneh-Franklin’s work (BF-IBE), there has
been a flurry of variants. For improving the security reduction in the random
oracle model, Attrapadung et al. [3] worked out an FDH-IBE having two public
keys for an identity, an idea which was used to improve the security reduction of
FDH signature. Galindo [27] gave a variant of BF-IBE using another transforma-
tion technique (different from the one in [12]) to get adaptive chosen-ciphertext
security (CCA2). Modifying BF-IBE, Libert and Quisquater [39] gave an IBE
without redundancy [42]. All these schemes share a similar ACI − KGC analysis.

Multi-Recipient and Hierarchical ID-Based Encryption (HIBE). In
HIBE, the workload of private key generation of a single root KGC is delegated
to many lower-level KGCs. Gentry and Silverberg proposed the first full-blown
(compared with [33]) HIBE (GS-HIBE) [29]. For encrypting to multiple recipi-
ents more efficiently than in the straightforward approach, multi-recipient IBE
was proposed by Baek et al. (BSS-MIBE) [4]. An extension of [4] with shorter
ciphertext was proposed in [39]. These schemes bear similarities to GS-HIBE.

Exponent-Inversion IBE. Sakai and Kasahara [44] proposed another IBE
(SK-IBE) with a private key derivation algorithm based on exponent-inversion,
which is different from FDH-IBE. The CCA2-security of SK-IBE is proven in
another work [22], albeit in the random oracle model.

The first exponent-inversion IBE in the standard model was proposed by Boneh
and Boyen [8] (hereinafter referred to as BB-EIIBE), which offers selective-ID se-
curity. Using the chameleon hashing technique due to Waters [49], an extension of
[8] with adaptive-ID security was proposed in [36]. Since only the way of hashing
the identity is changed, they share the same ACI − KGC analysis.

Standard Model (Commutative-Blinding). Boneh and Boyen proposed
selective-ID IBE and HIBE schemes in [8] (hereinafter referred to as BB-(H)IBE).
Shortly afterward, they gave an adaptive-ID version [9]. Waters simplified [9] in
[49], and gave a fuzzy version with Sahai in [43]. Extending from [49], Kiltz
and Galindo [37] gave a CCA2 ID-based key encapsulation without using any
transformation, and Kiltz and Vahlis [38] gave an efficient CCA2 ID-based
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key encapsulation scheme using authenticated symmetric encryption. Extend-
ing from [43], Boldyreva et al. [7] gave an IBE with efficient revocation.

Regarding HIBE, [9] and [49] suggested HIBE extensions similar to the ap-
proach in [8]. An HIBE with constant-size ciphertext was proposed in [10], which
was later made adaptive-ID secure in [20]. Generalizations of the selective-ID
model for HIBE, with two HIBE constructions, were proposed in [17]. HIBE
with short public parameters was proposed in [18]. A multi-recipient IBE and a
parallel key-insulated IBE in standard model were proposed in [19] and [50].

Despite their apparent versatility (e.g. different ways of generating public
keys from identities), all these schemes use a similar implicit key encapsulation
method. As a result, they share a similar ACI − KGC analysis. Finally, [21,41]
studied the tradeoff between key size and security reduction for [49].

Standard Model (with User Anonymity). Boyen and Waters [15] pro-
posed an anonymous IBE scheme (BW-IBE) and the first anonymous HIBE
(AHIBE). It has been suggested in [15] that AHIBE can obtain adaptive secu-
rity by the hashing technique of Waters [49]. Similar to the extension of [8] in
[36], it does not affect the ACI − KGC analysis. Recently, [10] has been made
anonymous in [46]. Although these schemes are anonymous, they can be shown
to be not OW −KGC-secure in a similar way to BB-(H)IBE.

Gentry’s scheme also provides anonymity in the standard model [28]. It has
been extended by Kiltz and Vahlis using authenticated symmetric encryption for
better efficiency (KV-IBE) [38], and by Libert and Vergnaud for more efficient
weak black-box accountable IBE (LV-IBE) [40]. We will show that Gentry-IBE
can be made ACI − KGC secure, but interestingly, its extensions [38,40] are
not. Actually, LV-IBE mixes commutative-blinding and exponent-inversion – its
OW −KGC can be broken similar to breaking BB-EIIBE or BB-(H)IBE.

Generalizations of IBE. Recently, there have been many generalizations of
IBE, such as hidden-vector encryption [14], predicate encryption [35] and spatial
encryption [13]. However, it can be shown that they are not OW −KGC-secure.

1.2 Attempts in Reducing Trust in the KGC

Accountable IBE. In accountable IBE [30] (AIBE), the trust in the KGC
is reduced in another dimension, such that the KGC is discouraged from leak-
ing or selling any user secret key. Consider an IBE scheme with an exponential
number of user secret keys for any given identity, such that deriving any other
secret key from any one of them (without the knowledge of the master secret
key) is intractable; if the key issuing protocol ensures that the user can obtain a
user private key without letting the KGC know which one it is, we can conclude
that the KGC must be the one who leaks the user private key if a user can
show the existence of two private keys for the same identity. Goyal [30] showed
that Gentry-IBE satisfies the aforementioned properties, and proposed the corre-
sponding key issuing protocol, which also works with our modified Gentry-IBE.
Another AIBE scheme that is based on Waters IBE [49] and Sahai-Waters fuzzy
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IBE [43] was also proposed in [30]. Goyal et al. [31] later proposed a black-box
accountable IBE (BBAIBE). However, these schemes are not OW −KGC-secure.

KGC-Anonymous ID-based KEM. Independent of our work, anonymity
against an honest but curious KGC attack was considered by Izabachène and
Pointcheval [34]. Their notion of key anonymity with respective to authority
(KwrtA), given in the context of identity-based KEM (IB-KEM), requires the
adversary to guess between the two possibilities of recipient identity, with the
master secret key and the challenge ciphertext, but without the ephemeral ses-
sion key. In the context of IBE, the ciphertext always contain a component which
encrypts the message by this session key. Taking it away means that the chal-
lenge is “incomplete” since partial knowledge of it can be seen in the ciphertext
produced by IBE. Hence, the real-world impact on IBE given by their security
notion may be unclear. Nevertheless, they showed that an IB-KEM with this
KwrtA-anonymity and ID-based non-malleability (another new notion in [34])
is a useful tool for constructing password-authenticated key exchange protocols.
Relationships between our notion and theirs will be given in §5.4.

Distributed KGCs. A standard method to avoid the inherent key escrow is
to split the master secret key to multiple KGCs. The user private key generation
is then done in a threshold manner, where each KGC uses a share of the master
secret key to generate a private key component for a user. In our approach,
the master secret key is not distributed. It is always possible to have this key
distribution on top of our idea if an extra layer of protection is desirable.

2 Definitions

2.1 Notations and Complexity Assumptions

We use x ∈R S to denote the operation of picking an element x at random and
uniformly from a finite set S. For a probabilistic algorithm A, x

$← A assigns
the output of A to the variable x. If x is a string, |x| denotes its length. If λ ∈ N,
1λ denotes a string of λ ones. A function ε : N → R is negligible (negl(k)) if for
every constant c ≥ 0 there exists kc such that ε(k) < k−c for all k > kc.

Definition 1 (Bilinear Map). Let G and GT be two (multiplicative) cyclic
groups of prime order p. A bilinear map e(·, ·) : G × G → GT satisfies:

1. Bilinearity: For all u, v ∈ G, a, b ∈ Z, e(ua, vb) = e(u, v)ab.
2. Non-degeneracy: e(g, g) �= 1 where g is a generator of G.

Definition 2. (Decisional) Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Problem (DBDHP): Given
g, ga, gb, gc ∈ G, and t̂ ∈ GT , output ‘yes’ if t̂ = e(g, g)abc and ‘no’ otherwise.

We introduce two problems whose names are inspired by the decisional linear
problem [11]. An oracle for solving the first one makes solving DBDHP easily.
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Definition 3. Decisional Bilinear Problem (DBP): Given two G elements g
and ga, two GT elements e(g, g)b and t̂, output ‘yes’ if t̂ = e(g, g)ab and ‘no’
otherwise. We name (g, ga, e(g, g)b, e(g, g)ab) as a decisional bilinear tuple.

Definition 4. Modified Decisional Bilinear Problem (MDBP):Given g, ga,gb−1∈
G, and e(g, g)b, t̂ ∈ GT , output ‘yes’ if t̂ = e(g, g)ab and ‘no’ otherwise.

Lemma 1. DBDH assumption implies Decisional Bilinear assumption.

Proof. Given (g, ga, gb, gc, t̂), computes e(g, g)b′ = e(gb, gc) where b′ = bc, feeds
(g, ga, e(g, g)b′ , t̂) to the DBP oracle and outputs its answer. ��
Definition 5. (Decisional) q-Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Exponent Problem
(q-BDHEP): Given (q + 2) G elements (g′, g, gα, · · · , gαq

), and one GT element
t̂, output ‘yes’ if t̂ = e(gαq+1

, g′) and ‘no’ otherwise.

A stronger version of q-BDHEP is assumed difficult for the security of Gentry-
IBE. We remark that the hard problem considered in [28] is augmented with
g′α

q+2

and q equals to the number of users compromised by the adversary.

Lemma 2. Decisional 2-Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Exponent assumption implies
Modified Decisional Bilinear assumption.

Proof. Given (g′, g, gα, gα2
, t̂), set θ1 = gα, θ2 = g′, θ3 = g, θ̂ = e(gα, gα2

) and
feed (θ1, θ2, θ3, θ̂, t̂) to the MDBP oracle. The input is valid since θ3 = (θ1)α−1

and θ̂ = e(θ1, θ1)α. Let θ2 = θγ
1 where γ ∈ Zp, the MDBP oracle outputs ‘yes’ if

and only if t̂ = e(θ1, θ1)γα, since e(θ1, θ1)γα = e(gα, gα)γα = e(gα3
, g′). ��

2.2 Identity Based Encryption

Under the standard definition, an IBE scheme consists of four algorithms:

1. via (mpk, msk) $← Setup(1λ) the randomized key generation algorithm out-
puts the system parameters mpk and the master secret key msk;

2. via usk[ID] $← KeyDer(msk, ID) the KGC outputs2 a secret key for user ID;

3. via C
$← Enc(mpk, ID, m) anyone can encrypt a message m to user ID in C;

4. via m ← Dec(mpk, usk[ID],C) user ID uses secret key usk to get m from C.

Consistency requires that for all λ ∈ N, all identities ID, all messages m ∈ MsgSp

(defined by mpk) and all C $← Enc(mpk, ID, m), Pr[Dec(KeyDer(msk, ID),C) =
m] = 1, where the probability is taken over the coins of all the above
algorithms.

In our definition, we separate the master key generation from the Setup.

Definition 6. An IBE scheme consists of the following five PPT algorithms:
2 This algorithm is deterministic for most schemes stemmed from FDH-IBE.
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1. via param
$← Setup(1λ) the setup algorithm outputs the system parameters

param for security parameter λ ∈ N, with message space MsgSp(λ) included.

2. via (mpk, msk) $← MKeyGen(param) the key generation algorithm outputs
the master public/secret key (mpk, msk) conforming to param;

3. KeyDer, Enc and Dec are defined as in the standard definition.

We can view Setup as a trusted initializer for choosing the system parameters
(for examples, the choice of elliptic cure) which are implicitly included in the
input of KeyDer, Enc and Dec. The KGC generates a master public/private key
pair only via MKeyGen. We assume it is efficient to check if a message m is in
MsgSp(λ) or if mpk comes from a group that matches with what is specified in
param. We denote the latter check by (an abused notation) mpk ∈ param.

3 Anonymity and Indistinguishability against the KGC

3.1 Anonymity against User Attack

User-anonymity is defined by the game below [1]. The adversarial goal is to
distinguish the intended recipient of a ciphertext between two chosen identities3.

Experiment Expano−cpa
IBE,A (λ)

IDset ← ∅; (param) $← Setup(1λ); (mpk, msk) $← MKeyGen(param);

(ID0, ID1, m
∗, st) $← AKeyDerO(·)(‘find’, param, mpk);

If m∗ /∈ MsgSp(λ) then return 0;

b
$← {0, 1}; C $← Enc(mpk, IDb, m

∗); b′ $← AKeyDerO(·)(‘guess’,C, st);
If b �= b′ or ({ID0, ID1} ∩ IDset �= ∅) then return 0 else return 1;

where the private key derivation oracle KeyDerO(ID) is defined as:

IDset ← IDset ∪ {ID}; usk[ID] ← KeyDer(msk, ID); return usk[ID]

and st denotes the state information maintained by the adversary A.

3.2 Anonymous Ciphertext Indistinguishability

We use the term “anonymous ciphertext” to refer a ciphertext that the KGC
holds without the knowledge of who is the intended recipient. We do not model
the case where the KGC maliciously generates the system parameters (e.g. the
choice of elliptic curve), but we provide a new “embedded-identity encryption”
oracle, which lets the adversary adaptively get many ciphertexts designated to
the same person, without knowing the real identity. The absence of such an oracle
gives the adversary no way to see more than one ciphertext for the unknown
recipient. For the ease of discussion, we suppose an identity is of n-bit length.
3 IBE’s ciphertext does not mean to reveal the recipient’s identity. We omit anonymity

revocation oracle which is present in some cryptographic schemes (e.g. [11]).
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Definition 7. An IBE scheme is (t, qE , ε) ACI − KGC secure if all t-time ad-
versaries making at most qE embedded-identity encryption oracle queries have
advantage at most ε in winning the game below (i.e. the experiment returns 1).

Experiment Expaci−kgc
IBE,A (λ)

(param) $← Setup(1λ); ID∗ $← {0, 1}n;

(mpk, st) $← A(‘gen’, param); If mpk /∈ param then return 0;

(m∗
0, m

∗
1, st)

$← AEncO(mpk,ID∗)(·)(‘find’, mpk, st);
If {m∗

0, m
∗
1} � MsgSp(λ) or |m∗

0| �= |m∗
1| then return 0;

b
$← {0, 1}; C $← Enc(mpk, ID∗, m∗

b); b
′ $← AEncO(mpk,ID∗)(·)(‘guess’,C, st);

If b �= b′ then return 0 else return 1;

where the embedded-identity oracle EncO(mpk,ID∗)(m) returns Enc(mpk, ID∗, m)
and the advantage of A is defined as |Pr[Expaci−kgc

IBE,A (λ) = 1] − 1
2 |.

One may define semantic security of the hidden identity in a similar way; but
we omitted it to keep our focus on whether the KGC can decrypt the ciphertext.

Embedded-Identity Decryption. The above game just considers chosen-
plaintext attack (CPA). One may consider giving the adversary adaptive access
to a decryption oracle, or even an “embedded-identity decryption oracle”. We
consider this stronger notion from both the theory and practice perspectives.

Our security notion is actually quite strong in the sense that the adversary
is not required to reveal the master secret key to the challenger. We start our
discussion with a weakened definition such that the adversary is instead required
to do so. While it is possible that the decryption oracle could help the adver-
sary to deduce information about the challenge ciphertext, this happens when
a maliciously formed ciphertext is presented to the decryption oracle. If we are
able to put some validity tag in the ciphertext such that the challenger, with
the master secret key, can do a sanity check before the actual decryption; only
“invalid” will be returned for any malformed ciphertext or those not encrypted
for the challenge identity, i.e. CCA2-security against user also helps in here.

If the challenger does not know the master secret, it may sound impossible
to simulate the decryption oracle. Nevertheless, our definition assumes trusted
parameter generation, which possibly allows us to solve the problem with ap-
proaches similar to simulating the strong decryption oracle in certificateless en-
cryption [2,23,25,26], such as a knowledge-extractor with the help of the random
oracle, or a non-interactive zero-knowledge proof system setup according to the
trusted parameters. Due to the lack of space, we do not delve into details.

In practice, while it makes sense to trick a user into encrypting some pre-
defined messages (as modeled by the embedded-identity encryption oracle); it
may not make much sense to consider the case that the KGC gained accesses to
an embedded-identity decryption oracle – which possibly means the KGC has
identified this user already. Due to these complications, we keep our focus on
the CPA notion. Nevertheless, this does not preclude the possibility of achieving
ACI − KGC-security and CCA2-security against user attack simultaneously.
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3.3 Comparison of User Anonymity and KGC One-Wayness

A KGC is a powerful adversary. We consider KGC one-wayness (OW −KGC),
a notion strictly weaker than ACI − KGC, to better reflect the security of IBE
against KGC attacks. We also present two separation results.

Definition 8. An IBE is OW −KGC secure if Pr[Expow−kgc
IBE,A (λ)=1] < negl(λ).

Experiment Expow−kgc
IBE,A (λ)

(param) $← Setup(1λ), ID∗ $← {0, 1}n;

(mpk, st) $← A(‘gen’, param); If mpk /∈ param then return 0;

m∗ $← MsgSp(λ); C $← Enc(mpk, ID∗, m∗); m′ $← A(‘guess’,C, st);
If m∗ �= m′ then return 0 else return 1;

Theorem 1. User anonymity does not imply OW −KGC.

Proof. Given any user-anonymous IBE scheme with encryption algorithmEnc, de-
fine a new IBE with encryption algorithm Enc′(mpk, ID, m) = (Enc(mpk, ID, m),
Enc(mpk, “0”, ID)), where “0” is a dummy identity and the corresponding user se-
cret key is never released by the KGC. If the IBE scheme is semantically secure,
the ciphertext produced by Enc′ is still user-anonymous. But it is not OW −KGC
since the KGC can just generate the user secret key for “0”, decrypt the second
component of the ciphertext and then decrypt the first component.

Theorem 2. ACI − KGC does not imply user anonymity.

Proof. Given any ACI − KGC with encryption algorithm Enc, define a new IBE
with encryption algorithm which appends the first bit of identity to the cipher-
text. Any adversary can just choose two identities which differ at the first bit to
break the user-anonymity. On the other hand, the notion of ACI − KGC depends
on the number of random bits in the identity; essentially only one bit of security
is lost and ACI − KGC is still preserved.

In next section, we will see they are also orthogonal to each other in practice.

4 Analysis

Table 1 gives a concise and unified review of existing IBE schemes in the context
of ACI − KGC analysis. Seven (H)IBE schemes representing a large class of IBE
schemes in the literature are selected. Note that we made many simplifications
and omitted many elegant components of the IBE schemes being analyzed. We
do not intend to give a complete review of the constructions of all these schemes
(it seems we are reducing these IBE schemes to ID-based key encapsulations or
even just public key encryption schemes), but we want to keep our focus on how
a KGC can decrypt the message using the master secret key. Thus, we only show
the essential components in the master public key mpk, the master secret key
msk, the ciphertext, and the variable that can be computed (without using any
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Table 1. Concise Review of IBE Schemes for ACI − KGC Analysis. Elements in
G, Zp, GT : capital letters, small letters, small letters with hat respectively. Generators
of G and GT : P and ĝ = e(P, P ) resp. Ephemeral randomness employed in encryption:
r, r′. QID = H0(ID), where H0(·) : {0, 1}n → G. Hierarchical identity: (ID1, ID2, · · · ).

Schemes mpk msk Ciphertext K
FDH-IBE [12,45] P s s P r e(QID

r, P s)
GS-HIBE [29] P s s P r, Qr

ID2
, · · · e(QID1

r, P s)
BSS-MIBE [4] P s, Q s P r e(Q,P s)r

BB-EIIBE [8] ĝ, V = P s s V r ĝr

BB-(H)IBE [8] e(P, S) S P r e(P, S)r

BW-IBE [15] v̂ = ĝs1s2s3 , V1 = P s1 , V2 = P s2 s1, s2, s3 V r−r′
1 , V r′

2 v̂r

KV-IBE [38] ĝ, v̂1 = ĝs1 , v̂2 = ĝs2 s1, s2 ĝr, t (v̂t
1v̂2)r

secret key) from the ciphertext (t in KV-IBE), which are sufficient for the KGC
to do the decryption. We use K to denote the random session key created by the
implicit KEM, which is a crucial piece of data to decrypt the ciphertext.

4.1 Schemes That Are Not OW − KGC-Secure

The session key K in BSS-MIBE can be computed by e(Q, P r)s. For BB-EIIBE,
K can be computed by e(P, V r)1/s. For BB-(H)IBE, e(P r, S) = K. For BW-IBE,
it can be computed by e((V r′

2 )1/s2(V r−r′
1 )1/s1 , P )s1s2s3 = e(P r′

P r−r′
, P s1s2s3)

= v̂r. For KV-IBE, (ĝr)s1t+s2 = K. Hence, they are not OW −KGC-secure.
BBAIBE [31] is not exactly covered by the above analysis, however, it can be
easily shown that it is not OW −KGC-secure. Note that all of the above com-
putations use the master secret key as-is, instead of exploiting the knowledge of
any discrete logarithm between some group elements in the system parameters.

4.2 Schemes That Are ACI − KGC-Secure

We consider FDH-IBE [12,45] – when K = e(QID
r, P s) is used to encrypt the

message m ∈ GT by mK, this gives a CPA-secure IBE scheme. To prove its
ACI − KGC-security, we assume the parameters for the hash functions are setup
by an honest party, which means the random oracles are not controlled by the
adversary in the security proof.

Theorem 3. If DBP is hard, FDH-IBE is ACI − KGC secure.

Due to the lack of space, we give an informal argument to get some intuition
on why is it so. Given any pair of messages (m∗

0, m
∗
1) and an encryption of one

of them, there is always a pair of identities (ID0, ID1) such that the decryption
of the ciphertext using session key e(QID0

r, P s) gives m∗
0 and decryption using

e(QID1
r, P s) gives m∗

1. If the challenge identity is chosen from a uniform distri-
bution with high entropy, any adversary simply has no clue to distinguish, and
hence the scheme is ACI − KGC-secure. Note that the above argument remains
valid even if the adversary can compute r from P r.
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For the CCA2-secure BF-IBE [12], we can prove it is ACI − KGC secure by
considering the computational bilinear problem (CBP), the computational vari-
ant of DBP (i.e., to compute e(g, g)ab instead of distinguishing it from random).
The simulation is similar to that in Theorem 3, but e(g, g)ab will be “trapped”
by the random oracle if the adversary has non-negligible in winning the game.

Lemma 3. If CBP is hard, BF-IBE is ACI − KGC secure.

Thus, we can still enjoy the usual CCA2-security against the user (outsider ad-
versary) with the extra ACI − KGC protection. A similar argument applies to
Gentry-Silverberg HIBE and Yao et al.’s HIBE [51]. Extra elements in the chal-
lenge ciphertext only contain more information about r and the identities at the
lower level, which cannot help the adversary to determine the first-level identity
or distinguish the ciphertext. They can also be easily simulated by manipulating
the random oracle. This gives an interesting result that even when the ciphertext
is not “strictly” user-anonymous, it is still possible to get ACI − KGC-security.

5 “Escrow-Free” IBE in the Standard Model

BF-IBE is ACI − KGC-secure but its CCA2-security is only proven in the ran-
dom oracle model. Below we review Gentry-IBE [28], an IBE with CCA2-security
proven in the standard model, under the original four-algorithm IBE framework.

Setup: The KGC selects g, h1, h2, h3 randomly from G, randomly chooses an
exponent α ∈R Zp, sets g1 = gα ∈ G, and chooses a hash function H : {0, 1}n →
Zp from a family of universal one-way hash functions. The public parameters
and the master secret key are given by mpk = (g, g1, h1, h2, h3, H), msk = α.

KeyDer: To generate a private key for identity ID ∈ Zp, the KGC picks τID,i ∈R Zp

and computes hID,i =
(
hig

−τID,i
) 1

α−ID for i∈{1, 2, 3}, outputs {τID,i, hID,i}i∈{1,2,3}.
The KGC must always use the same random value τID,i for ID. This can be
accomplished by using a pseudorandom function (PRF) or an internal log [28].

Enc: To encrypt m ∈ GT for identity ID ∈ Zp, the sender picks r ∈R Zp, computes

C=(u, v, w, y)=
(

(g1g
−ID)r

, e(g, g)r, m/e(g, h1)r, e(g, h2)re(g, h3)r·H(u,v,w)
)
.

Dec: To decrypt the ciphertext C with a private key {τID,i, hID,i}i∈{1,2,3}, first
check C’s validity by testing if y = e(u, hID,2hID,3

β)vτID,2+τID,3β where β = H(u, v,
w). In case of inequality, ⊥ is outputted. Otherwise, return m=w·e(u, hID,1)vτID,1 .

5.1 Modification

To get ACI − KGC, instead of letting the KGC to select g, h1, h2, h3 randomly
from G, we require that the discrete logarithm of one with respect to another
be unknown to the KGC, or OW −KGC can be easily broken. This requirement
was not stated in [28]. In practice, this can be achieved by using a common
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public seed to generate these parameters with a cryptographic hash function.
Specifically, we separate the master key generation from the Setup as follows.

Setup: The trusted initializer chooses the group G according to the security
parameter, and selects g, h1, h2, h3 randomly from G. It also chooses a hash
function H : {0, 1}n → Zp from a family of universal one-way hash functions.
The public parameter param is given by (g, h1, h2, h3, H).

MKeyGen: The KGC chooses an exponent α ∈R Zp. It sets g1 = gα ∈ G. The
master public/private key pair is given by (mpk = g1, msk = α).

Note that the above change does not affect the original security guarantees of
Gentry-IBE against users attack, i.e. CCA2-security and user anonymity.

5.2 Security

With Lemma 2, the below theorem shows that the above IBE is ACI − KGC
secure without extra number-theoretic assumptions other than what has been
assumed in the original proof for indistinguishability against users’ attack [28].

Theorem 4. If MDBP is hard, the above IBE is ACI − KGC secure.

Proof. Let A be an adversary that breaks ACI − KGC of the IBE system de-
scribed above. We construct an algorithm, S, that solves a MDBP instance
(g, gr, gs−1

, e(g, g)s, t̂) as follows.
S randomly chooses two exponents γ2, γ3 ∈R Zp and a hash function H :

{0, 1}n → Zp from a family of universal one-way hash functions. The system
parameter param is set as (g, h1, h2, h3, H) where h1 = gr, h2 = gγ2 and h3 =
gγ3 . A then returns g1 = gα ∈ G as the master public key, α ∈ Zp is not given to
S and S never uses α in the simulation. S also picks a random element c ∈R Zp.

To simulate the embedded-identity encryption oracle with message mi as input
(for i ∈ {1, · · · , qE}), S selects a random element di ∈R Zp and returns

(ui, vi, wi, yi) =
(
(gs−1

)cdi , e(g, g)di , mi/e(g, h1)di , e(g, g)di(γ2+γ3·H(ui,vi,wi))
)
.

Let ŝ = e(g, g)s. When A outputs two equal length messages (m∗
0, m

∗
1), S ran-

domly generates a bit b, the challenge ciphertext is given by C = (u, v, w, y) =(
gc, ŝ, m∗

b/t̂, ŝγ2+γ3·β
)
, where β = H(u, v, w). From the structure of the cipher-

text, the intended recipient’s identity ID∗ is implicitly defined by c = s(α− ID∗).
Since s−1c = s−1s(α − ID∗) = α − ID∗, the ciphertexts returned by the

embedded-identity encryption oracle are valid ciphertexts encrypted for ID∗.
After A receives C, it outputs b′ with probability ε at the end of the guess

stage. If b = b′, S outputs 0 (meaning t̂ = e(g, g)rs); otherwise, it outputs 1.
If t̂ = e(g, g)rs, (u, v, w, y) is a valid, appropriately-distributed challenge to A.

If t̂ �= e(g, g)rs, since t̂ is uniformly random and independent from A’s view (other
than the challenge ciphertext), (u, v, w, y) imparts no information regarding the
bit b, so we have the success probability equal to
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Pr [t̂ = e(g, g)rs] · Pr [A succeeds] + Pr [t̂ �= e(g, g)rs] · Pr [b �= b′]

= (
1
2
)(

1
2

+ ε) + (
1
2
)(

1
2
) =

1
2

+
ε

2
��

Using a similar argument, SK-IBE [44] can be proven ACI − KGC-secure.

5.3 ACI − KGC-Security without User-Anonymity

Now we modify the scheme presented in §5.1 to give a contrived construction
in the standard model. The modification just introduces the term gID to the
ciphertext. An immediate consequence is that the modified scheme no longer
provides user-anonymity, To revise the ACI − KGC proof, the extra term in the
challenge ciphertext (and this term appears in all ciphertexts returned by the
embedded-identity encryption oracle as well) can be simulated by gα/(gs−1

)c.

5.4 Comparisons with Accountability, Anonymity with Respect to
the KGC, and ID-Based Non-malleability

The above scheme can be made to be accountable [30], but other accountable
IBE schemes [31,40] are not ACI − KGC-secure, which shows that accountability
is orthogonal to ACI − KGC-security. For KwrtA-anonymous IBE, [34] showed
that BF-IBE [12] is KwrtA but not ID-based non-malleable, a variant of SK-IBE
[44] is both KwrtA and ID-based non-malleable, while BB-IBE [8], AHIBE [15]
and Gentry-IBE [28] are not KwrtA but are ID-based non-malleable. Together
with our analysis in §4, it is clear that the notions of KGC-anonymity, ID-based
non-malleability and ACI − KGC-security are independent of each other.

6 Anonymous Private Key Issuing

In anonymous key issuing (AKI), we need to achieve two somewhat contradictory
requirements simultaneously. On one hand, the identity of a user should not be
leaked, but a user must be authenticated to obtain the corresponding private
key. We propose a new system architecture to realize such an AKI protocol, by
employing non-colluding identity-certifying authority (ICA) and KGC.

From a high level, the ICA is responsible for issuing each user a certificate on
the purported identity after authentication. This certificate is generated using
the master certifying key skcert. The certificate alone would not enable the user
to decrypt. The user should contact the KGC who issues a private key based on
the certificate presented, but the KGC never gets to know the identity involved in
the certificate. The user private key is still generated with the help of the master
secret key, that is owned by the KGC and kept secret from the ICA. Figure 1
depicts the certification and the key issuing process. Since the ICA keeps the
identities list of the system’s users, we make the trust assumption that the ICA
does not collude with the KGC (or the KGC can get the identities list easily).
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Identity Certifying Authority

1. Identity

Identities list

2. / 3. Certificate

4. User private keyUser

Certifying key

Key Generation Center

Master secret key

Fig. 1. Our System Architecture

As in PKI, we also assume that the ICA would not impersonate any user. Our
solution requires a user to contact two parties before getting a key. Nevertheless,
it may be cost-prohibitive to have a globally available KGC to authenticate users
and issue keys to users via secure channels in a typical ID-based cryptosystem.

6.1 General Framework

An anonymous key issuing protocol for an IBE scheme consists of four polynomial-
time algorithms in additional to the Setup andMKeyGen algorithms from the IBE.
For brevity, the public parameter param output by Setup is omitted below.

1. via (pkcert, skcert)
$← IKeyGen() the ICA probabilistically outputs the pub-

lic/private key pair for certification pkcert, skcert;

2. via (cert, aux) $← SigCert(skcert, ID) the ICA probabilistically outputs a cer-
tificate for identity ID and some auxiliary information aux;

3. ObtainKey(mpk, ID, cert, aux) ↔ IssueKey(sk, cert) are two interactive algo-
rithms which execute a user secret key issuing protocol between a user and
the KGC. The user takes as input the master public key mpk, an identity ID,
and the corresponding certificate cert with auxiliary information aux, and
gets a user secret key usk[ID] as output. The KGC gets the master secret
key msk and the certificate cert as input and gets nothing as output.

Here we give a general design framework of such a protocol. We do not claim
that any design based on the primitives mentioned here must be secure, but
we will analyze the security of our proposed protocol, which is based on the
standard argument in anonymous credential literature [5,16].

The first step of our AKI protocol is to get a certificate on an identity from
the ICA, which just utilizes a signature scheme. However, the user needs to show
this signature to the KGC without leaking the identity (being signed). So the
ICA signs on a hiding commitment of the identity instead. This also requires the
ability to prove that the contents of a commitment have been signed.
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For the KGC side, considering that a user secret key in IBE is essentially a
signature on an identity given by the master secret key, obtaining a user secret
key without leaking the identity to the KGC boils down to obtaining something
similar to a blind signature from the KGC (not to be confused with the signature
by the ICA). The blinding step can make a commitment to the identity, the key
issuing protocol becomes one for obtaining a signature on a committed value.
A crucial difference between our protocol and a blind signature or anonymous
credential is manifest at the final stage of our protocol. We require that the
user can transform the response from the KGC to a normal signature which
directly signs on the value being committed, such that it can be used as the
private decryption key of the IBE scheme. In particular, if the final signature just
includes a non-interactive proof for proving that the contents of a commitment
has been signed, it does not seem to work with any of the existing IBE schemes.

6.2 Security Requirements

One can view (cert, aux) as a signature and SigCert as the signing algorithm
of a signature scheme. For security we require existential unforgeability against
adaptive chosen message attack. We omit this standard definition. Our frame-
work assumes SigCert is used to sign on the (perfectly binding and strongly
computationally hiding) commitment of an identity, which is included in cert.

Regarding ObtainKey and IssueKey, we require that malicious users can only
get the user private key for the identity “embedded” in the ICA’s certificate from
the interaction with the KGC, but nothing else. For security protection of the
users, we require that the KGC cannot learn anything from the certificate about
the real identity of the user. Below is a formalization of the above intuition,
which is adopted from some of the security properties of the P-signature [5], a
suite of protocols for obtaining signature in a privacy-preserving way.

Definition 9. An AKI protocol satisfies issuer privacy if there exists a simulator
SimIssue such that for all PPT adversaries (A1,A2),

|Pr [ param
$← Setup(1λ); (mpk, msk) $← MKeyGen(param);

(ID, aux, st) $← A1(param, mpk, msk); com ← Commit(param, ID, aux);

b
$← A2(st) ↔ IssueKey(param, msk, com) : b = 1]

−Pr [ param
$← Setup(1λ); (mpk, msk) $← MKeyGen(param);

(ID, aux, st) $← A1(param, mpk, msk); com ← Commit(param, ID, aux);

b
$← A2(st) ↔ SimIssue(param,KeyDer(msk, ID), com) : b = 1]| < negl(λ).

Intuitively, this captures the requirement that the protocol itself reveals no in-
formation to the adversary (in particular, msk) other than a user secret key.

In our definition, both SimIssue and IssueKey get an honestly generated com-
mitment, for adversarially chosen identity ID and opening aux. Since we assume
the commitment is perfectly binding, this automatically guarantees that the
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identity associated with the commitment is well defined, and only a user secret
key corresponding to that particular identity is obtained by the adversary.

For a cleaner definition, SigCert is not involved. Whether SimIssue and IssueKey
receives a signature on a commitment of ID or ID itself is just about how their
interfaces take ID as the input. We allow SimIssue to rewind the adversary and
it can extract the hidden ID from the commitment.

The above definition assumes the adversary knows msk even its purpose is for
the protection of the secrecy of msk. This is adopted from the security definition
of secure two-party computation protocols, which models the situation that even
the adversary is given some partial information of msk (e.g. through our IBE
scheme), it is still unable to distinguish whether it is interacting with a simulator
or the real key issuing protocol. Together with the security of the underlying
IBE scheme (e.g. CCA2 with access to a user secret key oracle), our definition
guarantees that the AKI protocol can be used with the IBE scheme.

Definition 10. An AKI protocol satisfies user privacy if there exists a simulator
SimObtain such that for all PPT adversaries (A1,A2),

|Pr [ param
$← Setup(1λ), (mpk, ID, aux, st) $← A1(param);

com ← Commit(param, ID, aux);

b
$← A2(st) ↔ ObtainKey(param, mpk, ID, com, aux) : b = 1]

−Pr [ param
$← Setup(1λ), (mpk, ID, aux, st) $← A1(param);

com ← Commit(param, ID, aux);

b
$← A2(st) ↔ SimObtain(param, mpk, com) : b = 1]| < negl(λ).

This models that the protocol reveals no information about the identity ID to the
malicious KGC which interacts with the user. Both privacy notions are defined
based on a single interaction, but a simple hybrid argument can be used to show
that these definitions imply privacy over many sequential instances.

6.3 AKI Protocol for Modified Gentry-IBE

Our protocol extends the interactive protocol for obtaining a signature on a
committed value of the first P-signature scheme in [5]4. We change the signature
structure of their scheme so that it fits with the user secret key produced in the
modified Gentry-IBE. There are three components sharing the same structure
in the key. For brevity, we just show how to build the first component.

Setup: This algorithm executes Setup of modified Gentry-IBE, setups the per-
fectly binding, strongly computationally hiding commitment and the signature.

IKeyGen: The ICA generates a key pair (pkcert, skcert) for the signature scheme.
4 While the signature of the second construction in [5] shares similarity with the user

secret key of BB-IBE [8], its second component r cannot be recovered.
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SigCert: For ID ∈ {0, 1}n, the ICA creates the certificate cert = (sig, com, aux)
by randomly picking5 aux from the decommitment-string space; and generating
a signature sig on com = Commit(ID, aux) by running the signing algorithm.

ObtainKey(mpk, ID, cert, aux) ↔ IssueKey(msk, cert):

1. The user and the KGC engage in a secure two-party computational protocol6,
where the user’s private input is (ρ, ID, aux) where ρ ∈R Zp, and the KGC’s
private input is α. The KGC then gets a private output which is either
x = (α − ID)ρ if com = Commit(ID, aux), or x =⊥ otherwise.

2. If x �=⊥, the KGC randomly picks7 τID,1 ∈ Zp. Then it computes usk′
cert =

(usk′
1 = (h1g

−τID,1)1/x, usk′
2 = τID,1).

3. The user outputs (usk1, usk2) = ((usk′
1)

ρ = (h1g
−τID,1)1/(α−ID), usk′

2).

Analysis. Signer privacy and user privacy follow exactly as in the protocol in
[5]. SimIssue invokes the simulator for the two-party computational (2PC) proto-
col to extract the adversary’s input (ρ, ID, aux), check if com = Commit(ID, aux)
and sends (uskρ

1 , usk2) to the user. SimObtain also invokes the same simulator
to extract the secret key. Then the simulator is given the target output of the
computation x, and proceeds to interact with the adversary such that if the
adversary completes the protocol, its output is x. In both cases, if the adver-
sary can determine that it is talking with a simulator, it must be the case that
the adversary’s input to the protocol was incorrect which breaks the security
of 2PC.

6.4 Related Work

“Anonymous” private key issuing in ID-based cryptosystems was firstly con-
sidered by Sui et al. [48], in a system where the duties of authentication and
key issuing are separated to local registration authorities (LRAs) and the KGC.
Instead of having an LRA to issue a signature, a user supplies a password to
the LRA. However, their anonymity guarantee just considers outsider adver-
saries, and actually an LRA is required to send a list of identities and pass-
words to the KGC, while our protocol does not require any communication
between them.

The “blind” extraction protocols for IBE with leak freeness and selective-
failure blindness were proposed in a rigorous manner by Green and Hohenberger
[32]. Our notion of issuer privacy is very similar to leak freeness as both are
defined in a secure 2PC fashion. A minor difference is that their definition is not
coupled with any specific way (e.g. commitment) to hide the identity. Neverthe-
less, their concrete protocols utilize commitment scheme as well. The motivating

5 We require that the ICA always use the same aux for a given ID. We can just take
aux as the output of a PRF with input ID, for a seed only known to the ICA.

6 An efficient protocol for securely computing g′1/(sk+m) based on any homomorphic
encryption in the standard model [16, §4.3.3] can be used.

7 If a certificate signing the same commitment is presented later, same τID,1 is used.
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application in [32] is oblivious transfer, hence the notion of selective-failure blind-
ness considers maliciously generated parameter. Our user privacy is weaker, but
it should be fine for our purpose, especially when the KGC is not motivated to
induce a selective failure and the user can verify the validity of the key obtained.

As noted in [32], it is non-trivial to come up with an efficient AKI protocol for
BF-IBE, another IBE that we showed is ACI − KGC-secure. However, if one is
willing to weaken the security guarantee from 2PC to something like one-more
unforgeability of blind signature [6], we conjecture that an efficient AKI protocol
for BF-IBE can be constructed similar to the blind signature scheme in [6].

6.5 Applications in Privacy-Preserving Searches on Encrypted Data

Anonymous IBE has attracted attention for the privacy benefits, and as a lever-
age to construct public key encryption with keyword search [1] as follows. Iden-
tity strings are used to represent the keywords. The private key for a particular
identity is the trapdoor for testing whether a ciphertext is tagged with a par-
ticular keyword. The role of the KGC is now known as the trapdoor generator.
To create an encrypted tag, one encrypts a random message using the keyword
as the identity in IBE, and appends the message with the tag. To locate the
ciphertexts tagged with a keyword, one tries to use a trapdoor to decrypt the
tag, and see if the result matches the accompanying message.

Back to our notion, ACI − KGC implies that the compromise of the private
key does not leak the keyword from an encrypted tag. Our AKI protocol also
finds application in privacy-preserving delegated forensic search with authoriza-
tion, which the government issues a warrant on a keyword to a law enforcing
agent (e.g. the police). This warrant is then presented to the encrypted-data
owner to indicate that the agent is authorized to ask for a trapdoor for the cer-
tified keyword, without revealing what is of forensic interests or (the extreme
way of) asking the data owner to surrender the private key. While the idea
of privacy-preserving delegated keyword search has been considered, only blind
protocols for non-user-anonymous IBE schemes like BB-IBE and Waters-IBE
are proposed [32], and without addressing a realistic concern that the hidden
keyword should be certified by some authority. We remark that the govern-
ment can be responsible for the system parameter generation to ensure keyword
privacy.

7 Conclusions

We propose a new notion of anonymous ciphertext indistinguishability against
KGC attacks (ACI − KGC), which is orthogonal to existing notions like user
anonymity. We modified Gentry’s IBE to get an ACI − KGC-secure IBE in the
standard model. We propose a new system architecture with an anonymous
key issuing (AKI) protocol to protect the confidentiality of the users identi-
ties. We hope that future IBE proposals will consider ACI − KGC as one of
the key properties, and IBE with ACI − KGC or AKI protocol will find more
applications.
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